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SUMMARY 

The article considers the problem of unique natural objects’ anthropogenization, their current 
state, possible measures for rational use and preservation. Model unique natural object – 
Podilian Tovtry. It is noted that the uniqueness of the Podilian Tovtry is due to the process of 
their formation in the coastal zone of the Miocene seas and their further development as a 
continental coral structure. At the beginning of the XXI century, there are no such natural 
objects as Podilian Tovtry in Europe. Everything is unique here: the geological structure and 
the surface forms with the existing karst formations, the microclimate and the water masses, 
the soils and the partially preserved flora and fauna. It is shown that the natural uniqueness did 
not restrain the active economic, mainly mining, development of the Podilian Tovtry. It can 
lead to the loss of not only the geological but also the natural uniqueness of this object. The 
measures to restore the Podilian Tovtry and their gradual transformation into the status of the 
«Tovtry Barrier Reef Geopark» have been proposed. As an example, Podilian Tovtry is 
considered as an original natural object with the significant reserves of limestone, long-term 
irrational use of which can lead to the gradual destruction of this unique object of world 
importance. 
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Introduction 
 
Among the protected sites in the western part of Ukraine, Podilian Tovtry are clearly distinguished by 
peculiar features. They are unique to Europe. Somewhat similar to the Podilian Tovtry in external 
geological features are the rocky ridges in the United Kingdom and the United States. For the most part, 
Podilian Tovtry are comparable only to the Great Barrier Reef of Australia. However, this geological 
structure is in the process of formation. It is represented mainly by aquatic ecosystems. The uniqueness 
of Podilian Tovtry is that it is a barrier reef, which is located on land. Although it was formed in the 
coastal zone of the epicontinental Miocene seas, it was subsequently buried in its original form under 
the younger sediments and subsequently exposed through the denudation processes of the Pleistocene 
and Holocene. Now this rocky arch-like strand is characterized by a set of fossil barrier reef formations 
(Denysyk, 2006). 

Podilian Tovtry are a part of the tectonic fault, which limits the western outskirts of the Podilian plate. 
They are composed mainly of recrystallized bryozoans, membrane porous and seashell limestones. They 
form elevations with absolute altitudes of 420-440 m and stretch almost 200 km from the northwest to 
the southeast of the village Pidkamin, Lviv region, to Dniester in the area of Kamianets-Podilskyi, 
Khmelnytsky region. The width of Podilian Tovtry strands from 5-6 to 10-12 km. From the town of 
Zbarazh in the Ternopil region to the town of Kamianets-Podilsky, the Main ridge is clearly 
distinguished with the relative height above the adjacent inter-rivers of 50-60 m, and the height above 
the river valleys of Zbruch, Smotrych, Muksh, Ternava that reaches 120-150 m. The river valleys near 
the Podilian Tovtry do not change their direction but intersect the ridge. The river valleys are older in 
age and were formed when the Tovtry were still covered by younger sediments. 

The tops of the Main ridge are covered with an unfertile (20-50 cm) layer of loam, complicated by karst 
processes. Karst is a characteristic feature of Podilian Tovtry. The Dovbush, Pearl, Tatar and Karmalyuk 
caves are well known outside of Ukraine. On the slopes and between the slopes, the thickness of the 
gravelly-loamy sediments reaches 9-16 m. The soil cover changes as well: from the gray gravelly soils 
on the steep slopes to the dense, highly fertile carbonate black soils at the foot of the hills. On both sides 
of the Main Ridge, at a distance of 2-3 km, there are forestless pointed tops of 30-35 m in height and 
groups of low (12-16 m) hills (Denysyk, 1993). 

Features of orography, favorable location in relation to the prevailing western winds and vegetation 
contributed to the formation of a special microclimate in the area of Podilian Tovtry. The climatic 
conditions of Tovtry change markedly due to the considerable length of the ridge, and also differ on the 
western windy and easterly sheltered slopes. 

In the recent past, Podilian Tovtry were covered with forests of rich floral composition. Now they are 
almost cut down, and only the isolated areas have their remains. On the rocky limestone slopes of Tovtry 
rare herbs and grasses can be found. Among them there are the relics of the Ice Age – the Big Horsetail 
(Equisetum telmateia), the Variegated Milkweed (Euphorbia epithymoides), the White Sedge (Carex 
alba) and the Low Sedge (Carex humilis); of the endemics that survived are the Podilian Shiverekia 
(Schivereckia podolica), the Polish Spiraeus (Spiraea media ssp. polonica), the Podilian Laburnum 
(Суcіsus роdоlісus Вlосkі) and Blotsky’s Laburnum (Суcіsus blосkіаnus Раіl.), the Bessarabian Linen 
(Lіnum bаsаrаbісum (Sаvul.) еt Tауss Кlоk ех Juх.), the round Onion (Аllіum sрhаеrороdum Кlоk). On 
the preserved spots of the virgin steppe near Kamianets-Podilskyi one can find John’s Kovila (Stipa 
pennata L.), the Hair Kovila (Stipa capillata) and the Feathery Kovila (Stipa pennata), the Gray Chaff 
(Festuca glauca / cinerea). Between the rocks and shrubs, a mysterious ‘phoenix’ of Ukrainian folk 
tales can be spotted – the Wight Ashes (Dictamnus albus). 

On the territory of Podilian Tovtry there are about 100 species of relict plants, their gentle slopes are 
covered with oak and hornbeam forests. The unique nature of Tovtry landscapes, the presence of 
attractive natural, historical and recreational objects became the basis for the organization of the national 
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nature park «Podilian Tovtry». However, territorially this park covers only Podilian Tovtry within the 
Khmelnytsky region. In the Ternopil region on the territory of Podilian Tovtry separate (mostly reserves) 
protected objects have been created, which do not form a single protected area. 

Podilian Tovtry contain large reserves of limestones of high natural quality, which has led to irrational 
and in some cases even predatory use of the resource. The mining industry is currently causing a greatest 
damage to Tovtry. Careers and dumps have become their characteristic feature. On the Main ridge of 
Podilian Tovtry the terraced pits have a depth of 70-80 m, and plateau dumps rise to a height of 30-40 
m. Some parts of the range are destroyed. Technogenic relief is being formed in the field of mineral 
development. This relief resembles the surface of the moon. The area of Nyhin, Verbetsk and Humenets 
developments in the Khmelnytsky region exceeds 3.5 thousand hectares. This area is increased annually 
by 40-60 hectares. The situation is typical for the region of Zhakupnyansky developments in 
Khmelnytsky region, and for Glushchynetsky – in Ternopil. Quarries and dumps split the entire forest 
area of the Podilian Tovtry’s Main Ridge into separate smaller, less stable areas, which lose the ability 
to recover on their own (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1 Restored (30s of the XX century) structure of forest landscapes of the natural area «Nyhin-
Verbetsk». Forest landscapes. Watersheds. Tracts: 1 – weakly undulating forest plains with gray forest 
soils under oak forests (fresh oak groves); 2 – slightly sloping (2-3º) forest surfaces with slightly washed 
gray soils under hornbeam-oak forests. Tovtry’s. Tracts between reef basins: 3 – slightly undulating 
surfaces, composed of forest-like loams with dark gray soils under oak-hornbeam forests; 4 – sloping 
surfaces composed of loess-like loams with dark gray forest soils under oak forests. Tracts of inter-reef 
ridges: 5 – high (25-30 m), with rocky peaks, steep (18-25º) slopes, gray, partially washed away forest 
soils, ridges with oak-beech forests; 6 – low (8-10 m) limestone hills, sometimes covered with loamy 
deposits with gray forest soils under sparse beech-oak forests. Tracts of the Main Ridge: 7 – sloping 
limestone, loamy slopes of Tovtry with oak and beech forests on gray forest soils; 8 – steep (16-22º) 
slopes of Tovtry with beech forests on washed away stony gray forest soils; 9 – rounded limestone peaks 
of Tovtry with low-grade gray forest soils under oak-beech forests and shrubs. Local boundaries: 10 – 
watershed and Tovtry’s; 11 – the main ridge and inter-reef plains; 12 – tract (Denysyk, Kansʹkyy, 2011). 
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Figure 2 Modern structure of forest anthropogenic landscapes of the Nyhin-Verbetsk natural area. 
Watershed type of terrain. Field-type tracts: 1 – plowed plains with gray forest soils in forests; 2 – 
inclined (2-3°) plowed surfaces with dark gray washed away forest soils on forests; 3 - weakly 
undulating plowed surfaces with gray forest soils on forest-like loams; 4 – inclined (3-4°) plowed 
surfaces with washed away gray forest soils on forest-like loams. Tracts of inter-reef ridges of meadow-
pasture type: 5 – high (26-30 m) with rocky peaks, steep (13-25°) ridge slopes, with strongly washed 
away gray forest soils under cereal vegetation; 6 – low (8-10 m) limestone hills, sometimes covered with 
loam with gray lightly washed soils under cereal vegetation. Forest anthropogenic landscapes. Tovtry’s 
type of terrain. Tracts of the Main Ridge: 7 – sloping slopes of Tovtry are covered with loamy deposits, 
poorly washed away by gray forest soils, thickets of dog rose and hawthorn; 8 – steep (16-22°) slopes 
of Tovtry with hornbeam forests on washed away stony gray forest soils; 9 – rounded tops of Tovtry 
with limestone placers, partially overgrown with weeds and cereals. Industrial landscapes. Terrain type 
«rocky badland». Basin tracts: 10 – microbumping bottom with liquid weeds; 11 – flat, without 
vegetation limestone bottom; 12 – covered with fine waste of limestone bottom, overgrown with weeds; 
13 – hilly limestone surface of the bottom, overgrown with weeds and weeds; 14 – high (7-13 m) 
limestone ledges without vegetation; 15 – terraced limestone slopes of quarries, partially overgrown 
with birch, poplar, maple. Dump tracts: 16 – plateau-like dumps of fine-grained limestone waste without 
vegetation; 17 – high (6-8 m) limestone-loamy plateaus dumps with liquid weeds and hornbeam-maple 
growth; 18 – medium-gravel plateau-like limestone dumps without vegetation; 19 – hilly surfaces of 
limestone dumps with weeds. Boundaries of landscape complexes. Natural: 20 – types of localities; 21 
– complex tracts; 22 – tract. Anthropogenic: 23 – types of localities; 24 – complex tracts; 25 – tract. 

In the places of the underground developments of limestones karst processes are taking place, the water 
flow is reduced, and some water sources are disappearing. The dust from limestone dumps and quarries 
is spread over tens of kilometers, the steep slopes of Tovtry turn into arable land, the forests are being 
cut down, which promotes erosion processes. 

The situation is further complicated by the fact that despite the decline in anthropogenic pressure on 
Podilian Tovtry, pollution of some components of the environment continues. In particular, the 
hydrochemical state of surface waters, especially rivers, does not improve. The water quality in the 
rivers crossing Podilian Tovtry within the national nature park (Kamyanets-Podilskyi section) does not 
meet the normative values for ammonium nitrogen due to the discharge of water from the treatment 
facilities of Kamianets-Podilskyi and uncontrolled discharges of domestic sewage. The increase in the 
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content of nitrite nitrogen in the Smotrych River in the Kamyanets-Podilsky section of the Podilian 
Tovtry also confirms the increase in surface water pollution. There is also a tendency to actively build 
and conduct economic activities in water protection zones and coastal protection strips of the Podilian 
Tovtry river valleys. 

The list of measures to preserve the unique nature of the Podilian Tovtry is significant, however, the 
ones of primary importance are: 

1. to recognize Tovtry as a unique natural object and, accordingly, to regulate the economic projects 
and to coordinate environmental measures; 

2. to coordinate the protection and rational use of Tovtry’s natural resources at different governmental 
and regional levels; 

3. to evaluate and to predict the impact of the mining industry for the nature of Tovtry, and to determine 
the limits of limestone mining; 

4. to develop recommendations for the rehabilitation of Tovtry exhausted, eroded, deforested areas; 
5. to identify the most rational forms of economic use (recreational, environmental, etc.); 
6. to substantiate the creation of new reserves for the purpose of future sustainability of Podilian 

Tovtry; 
7. to initiate legal proceedings to create, at least within the Main Ridge, the Tovtry’s Barrier Reef 

geopark (from Zbarazh to Kamianets-Podilskyi). 
 
Conclusions 

Podilian Tovtry is not just a unique natural object, although it would be enough. This is our natural, 
cultural and spiritual heritage. It has been formed for millennia, and it can be destroyed in a few decades. 
The creation of the Podilian Tovtry National Nature Park, individual reserves, sanctuaries and even a 
geopark is a significant, but only the first step. The status of a national nature park should be granted in 
full to Podilian Tovtry, and in other areas - Prut-Dniester, Muraf and Kodyma Tovtry – to develop 
effective measures for the rational use of nature and protection. In the south-western part of the forest 
field of Ukraine, Tovtry is a kind of reserve territories for a significant expansion of the area and number 
of protected objects. This is the future of the reserve fund not only of Podillya, but also of Ukraine. 
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